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Palestinian Arabic Verbs: Conjugation Tables and Grammar was designed as
both a reference and self-study learning tool. The book presents over 100
conjugation tables of some of the most commonly used verbs in everyday speech.
The tables also serve as models for conjugating practically any verb in the
language. The index in the back of the book lists over 750 verbs categorized by
conjugation pattern with references to the tables that model each pattern.

Each conjugation table is followed by several example sentences that show the
verb in use in various tenses, with common structures (including negation),
collocations, and meanings. A concise grammar guide following the tables gives
more explicit information on the uses of tenses in Palestinian Arabic.

The conjugation tables show perfect, imperfect, bi-imperfect, imperative, and
active participle forms of verbs. (These may also be known by other grammatical
names, such as past, subjunctive, present, command, and present participle,
respectively.) The passive participle (past participle) and verbal noun (gerund,
masdar) are not included in the tables as they are used as adjectives and nouns,
falling outside the scope of this book.
I want to thank Ahmed Younis for his collaboration on this project. Ahmed–who
is from Gaza, Palestine–tirelessly recited each of the conjugated verb forms on
which the tables are based, wrote the example sentences, answered my many,
many questions to ensure a high level of accuracy and authenticity of the
information, helped edit the materials, and professionally recorded all of the
conjugation tables and example sentences.

Audio

Visit www.lingualism.com/pav, where you can find free
accompanying audio to download or stream (at variable
playback rates)
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How to Use This Book
Arabic verbs are traditionally
grouped into measures.
Ü p. 119

The most basic form of
an Arabic verb (the 3rdperson singular perfect
tense form) is used to
reference the verb, as
the infinitive is in
English.
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Tables appear in
alphabetical order,
numbered for easy
reference. In the
indexes, this table is
referenced as T-1.

The persons
appear in the
left column,
written only
in phonemic
transcription
so as not to
distract from
the verb written in Arabic.
Ü p. 109

A single, common
translation of each
verb is given at the top
of the table. Other
possible translations
and meanings can be
found in the example
sentences and indexes.

Tenses and
moods head
each column.
Study the
grammar section for the
usage of each.
Ü p. 111-119

Notes highlight idiosyncrasies of
certain verbs.

Conjugated
verbs appear
both in Arabic
script and
phonemic
transcription.
Ü p. v-viii

Audio tracks
with the conjugated forms
and example
sentences for
all tables are
available to
download for
free at

www.lingualism.com/pav.

Example sentences demonstrate the verb being used
in various tenses, moods, and persons. Study the
sentences to better understand the range of meanings
(and translations) and idiomatic usage of the verb.
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Use the Index by Table Pattern to conjugate hundreds more common Palestinian
Arabic verbs.
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First, find the verb you would like to conjugate in the Arabic Index (Ü p. 138) or
English Index (Ü p. 148). Next to it, you will see an alphanumeric label. For
example, if you look up  ﺳﺒﺢor swim, you will see 1s1 following the verb.
Now, go to the Index by Table Pattern (Ü p. 122) and find group 1s1. (Notice that
1s1 is shorthand for measure I, sound, first subgroup. Ü p. 119-121).

You can see  ﺳﺒﺢswim listed alphabetically in group 1s1. There is no conjugation
table for this particular verb, but all of the verbs belonging to group 1s1 share the
same conjugation pattern. Use any of the verbs that do have a table (marked T-)
to model the conjugation of ﺳﺒﺢ.
You can, for example, look up T-45 (table 45 on p. 45 for the verb  دﻓﻊpay) and
substitute the three radicals (consonants) of this verb with those of  ﺳﺒﺢswim. If
you want to say they swim, find the equivalent of they pay in table 45 (the biimperfect húmma form):  ﺑﻴ ْﺪﻓَﻌﻮاbídfa3u and transform it into  ﺑﻴ ْﺴ َﺒﺤﻮاbísbaɧu. You
could also use T-52 or T-75, which follow the same pattern.
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Pronunciation
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Palestinian Colloquial Arabic (PCA) is a spoken dialect with no official status or
rules of orthography. Native speakers tend to borrow spelling conventions from
Modern Standard Arabic with some accommodations to account for PCA
pronunciation. Arabic script, however, is ill-suited to show the actual
pronunciation of PCA, including word stress and sound changes that occur when
verbs are conjugated. Even if you are comfortable with Arabic script, it is advised
that you pay close attention to the phonemic transcription (and audio tracks) to
determine a more precise pronunciation of verbs. IPA (International Phonetic
Alphabet) symbols are found in [square brackets] in the descriptions below.

Consonants

The following sounds are also found in English and should pose no difficulties:
examples
b
[ بb] as in bed
bána ( ﺑﻨﻰbuild)
d
[ دd̪ ] as in dog, but with the tongue
dáfa3 ( دﻓﻊstudy)
touching the back of the upper teeth
f
[ فf] as in four
fātūra ( ﻓﺎﺗﻮرةbill)
g
[g]
as
in
gas
by
the
majority
of
ق
gára ( ﻗﺮاread)
Palestinians, especially in Gaza. Some
speakers in urban areas (and especially
among women) may pronounce  قas a
hamza sound [ ءʔ].
j
[ جj] as in pleasure and beige
jísim ( ِﺟ ِﺴﻢbody)
h
[ ﻩh] as in house
hájam( ﻫﺠﻢattack)
k
[ كk] as in kid
ákal ( أﻛﻞeat)
l
[ لl] a light l as in love
líbis ( ِﻟـ ِﺒﺲget dressed)
m
[ مm] as in moon
māt ( ﻣﺎتdie)
n
[ نn] as in nice
nísi ( ِﻧﴘforget)
s
[ س ثs] as in sun
sána ( ﺳﻨﺔyear)
š
[ شʃ] as in show
šū ( ﺷﻮwhat)
t
[ تt]̪ as in tie, but with the tongue touching
ta3āl ( ﺗﻌﺎلcome)
the back of the upper teeth
wēn ( و ْﻳﻦwhere)
w
[ وw] as in word
yíktib ( ِﻳ ْﻜ ِﺘﺐhe writes)
y
[ يj] as in yes
zār ( زارvisit)
z
[ ز ذz] as in zoo
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perfect
jīt

íɧna

jīna

ínta

jīt

ínti

jīti

íntu

jītu

húwwa

ája

híyya

ájat

húmma

áju

imperfect

ﺟ ﻴﺖ
ﺟ ﻴﻨ ﺎ
ﺟ ﻴﺖ
ﺟ ﻴﺘﻲ
ﺟﻴﺘﻮا
أَﺟﺎ
أَ َﺟﺖ
أَﺟﻮا

bi-imperfect

آﺟﻲ
ﻧﻴﺠ ﻲ
ﺗﻴﺠ ﻲ
ﺗﻴﺠ ﻲ
ﺗﻴﺠﻮا
ﻳﻴﺠ ﻲ
ﺗﻴﺠ ﻲ
ﻳﻴﺠﻮا

āji
nīji

ﺑ ﺎﺟ ﻲ
ﺑْﻨﻴﺠﻲ
ﺑْﺘﻴﺠﻲ
ﺑْﺘﻴﺠﻲ
ﺑْﺘﻴﺠﻮا
ﺑﻴﻴﺠ ﻲ
ﺑْﺘﻴﺠﻲ
ﺑﻴﻴﺠﻮا

bāji
bnīji

sam
ple

ána

أَﺟﺎ

to come

irregular defective measure I

tīji
tīji

tīju
yīji
tīji

yīju

btīji
btīji

btīju
bīji

btīji
bīju

imperative

ínta

ta3āl

ínti

ta3āli

íntu

ta3ālu

⚠

active participle

ﺗ َﻌﺎل
ﺗ َﻌﺎﱄ
ﺗ َﻌﺎﻟﻮا

masculine

jāy

feminine

jāya

plural

jāyīn

ﺟ ﺎي
ﺟﺎﻳَﺔ
:ﺟ ﺎﻳ

 Only the third-person perfect forms begin with َ أa-.
 The positive imperative is completely unrelated to the verb.

ﻟﻴْﺶ ﻣﺎ ﺟﻴ ِﺘﺶ )ﻣﺎ ﺟﻴﺖ( ﻋﺎﻟ ّﻨﺎدي اﻟﻴ ْﻮم؟
Why didn't you come to the gym today?
.ﱰة
ْ  ﺑﻴ ِﺤﺒّﻮا ﻳﻴﺠﻮا ِﻋ ّﻨﺎ ﻛُ ّﻞ ﻓFَﺧﻮا

My sisters like to visit us every once in a while.

. :ﺳ ﻨ
ْ ﻋ ّْﻤﺘﻲ ﺳﺎﻛْﻨﺔ ﺑ ّﺮا وﺑْﺘﻴﺠﻴﺶ )ﻣﺎ ﺑْﺘﻴﺠﻲ( ﻋﺎﻟﺒﻠﺪ إ ّﻻ ﻛُ ّﻞ ﺧ ْﻤﺲ

My aunt lives abroad and doesn't come home except once every five years.
.ﺳﻮا
َ ﺗﻌﺎل ﻋﻠﻴّﺎ ﺑُ ْﻜﺮا وﺑْ ِﻨﻄْﻠﻊ

؟:َوﻗْﺘﻴْﺶ ﺟﺎﻳ

Come to my place and we'll go out together.

When are you coming?
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perfect
ʔaxádit

íɧna

ʔaxádna

ínta

ʔaxádit

ínti

ʔaxádti

íntu

ʔaxádtu

أَ َﺧ ِﺪت
أَ َﺧ ْﺪﻧﺎ
أَ َﺧ ِﺪت
Fأَ َﺧ ْﺪ
أَ َﺧ ْﺪﺗﻮا
أَ َﺧﺪ
أَ ْﺧ َﺪت
أَ َﺧﺪوا

imperfect
ʔāxud
nāxud

bi-imperfect

آ ُﺧﺪ
ﻧﺎ ُﺧﺪ
ﺗﺎ ُﺧﺪ
ﺗﺎ ْﺧﺪي
ﺗﺎ ْﺧﺪوا
ﻳﺎ ُﺧﺪ
ﺗﺎ ُﺧﺪ
ﻳﺎ ْﺧﺪوا

bāxud
bnāxud

ﺑﺎ ُﺧﺪ
ﺑْﻨﺎ ُﺧﺪ
ﺑْﺘﺎ ُﺧﺪ
ﺑْﺘﺎ ْﺧﺪي
ﺑْﺘﺎ ْﺧﺪوا
ﺑْﻴﺎ ُﺧﺪ
ﺑْﺘﺎ ُﺧﺪ
ﺑْﻴﺎ ْﺧﺪوا

sam
ple

ána

أَ َﺧﺪ

to take

irregular measure I

húwwa

ʔáxad

híyya

ʔáxdat

húmma

ʔáxadu

tāxud
tāxdi

tāxdu

yāxud
tāxud

yāxdu

btāxud
btāxdi

btāxdu

byāxud
btāxud

byāxdu

imperative

ínta

xud

ínti

xúdi

íntu

xúdu

⚠

active participle

ُﺧﺪ
ُﺧﺪي
ُﺧﺪوا

masculine

māxid

feminine

māxda

plural

māxdin

ﻣﺎ ِﺧﺪ
ﻣﺎ ْﺧ َﺪة
ﻣﺎ ْﺧﺪﻳﻦ

 The imperfect forms have a long vowel, unlike regular measure I verbs.
 The active participle begins with  ﻣـm-, unlike regular measure I verbs.
  أﻛﻞʔákal (T-5) is the twin of this irregular verb.

( ﻋﻼﻣﺔ ﻛﺎ ْﻣﻠﺔ ﰲ اﻟ ِﺤﺴﺎب؟Fﻟﻴْﺶ ﻣﺎ أﺧ ْﺪﺗﻴﺶ )ﻣﺎ أﺧ ْﺪ
Why didn't you get an A [full marks] in math?

ِﺑ ّْﺪﻛﻮ ﺗﺎ ْﺧﺪوا ﺗﻠْﺨﻴﴢ؟

Would you like to take my notes [of the lecture]?
.ﻬﻢ ﻛ ْﻮرة
ُ  ﳌ ّﺎ ﻳْﺮوﺣﻮا ﻋﺎﻟﺒﺤﺮ ﺑْﻴﺎ ْﺧﺪوا ﻣ ْﻌeﺻﺤﺎ
ْ

My friends take a soccer ball with them when they go to the beach.

.ﺧﺪ ﻣﻌﻚ ﻛﻴﺲ اﻟِ ّْﺰﺑﺎﻟﺔ
ُ

ِ  ﻣmْﺳ ِﻤ ِﻌﺖ إﻧﱢﻚ ﻣﺎ ْﺧﺪة أﺧﻮ
.ﻌﻚ ﻋﺎﻟﺠﺎ ْﻣﻌﺔ

Take the trash bag
with you.

I heard that you took your brother to the
university with you.
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perfect
tarjámit

íɧna

tarjámna

ínta

tarjámit

ínti

tarjámti

íntu

tarjámtu

ﺗ َ ْﺮ َﺟ ِﻤﺖ
ﺗ َ ْﺮ َﺟ ْﻤﻨﺎ
ﺗ َ ْﺮ َﺟ ِﻤﺖ
ﺗ َ ْﺮ َﺟ ْﻤﺘﻲ
ﺗ َ ْﺮ َﺟ ْﻤﺘﻮا
ﺗ َ ْﺮ َﺟﻢ
ﺗ َ ْﺮ َﺟ َﻤﺖ
ﺗ َ ْﺮ َﺟﻤﻮا

imperfect
atárjim
ntárjim

أَﺗ َ ْﺮ ِﺟﻢ
ﻧْ َﱰْ ِﺟﻢ
ﺗ ْ َﱰْ ِﺟﻢ
ﺗ ْ َﱰْ ِﺟﻤﻲ
ﺗ ْ َﱰْ ِﺟﻤﻮا
ﻳْ َﱰْ ِﺟﻢ
ﺗ ْ َﱰْ ِﺟﻢ
ﻳْ َﱰْ ِﺟﻤﻮا

bi-imperfect
batárjim
bintárjim

ﺑَ َﱰْ ِﺟﻢ
ِﺑ ْﻨ َﱰْ ِﺟﻢ
ِﺑﺘْ َﱰْ ِﺟﻢ
ِﺑﺘْ َﱰْ ِﺟﻤﻲ
ِﺑﺘْ َﱰْ ِﺟﻤﻮا
ﺑﻴ َﱰْ ِﺟﻢ
ِﺑﺘْ َﱰْ ِﺟﻢ
ﺑﻴ َﱰْ ِﺟﻤﻮا

sam
ple

ána

ﺗَ ْﺮ َﺟﻢ

to translate

sound measure XI

húwwa

tárjam

híyya

tárjamat

húmma

tárjamu

ttárjim

ttárjimi

ttárjimu
ytárjim
ttárjim

ytárjimu

bittárjim

bittárjimi

bittárjimu
bitárjim

bittárjim

bitárjimu

imperative

ínta

tárjim

ínti

tárjimi

íntu

tárjimi

⚠

active participle

ﺗ َ ْﺮ ِﺟﻢ
ﺗ َ ْﺮ ِﺟﻤﻲ
ﺗ َ ْﺮ ِﺟﻤﻮا

masculine

mtárjim

feminine

mtárjima

plural

mtarjimīn

ْﻣ َﱰْ ِﺟﻢ
ْﻣ َﱰْ ِﺟ َﻤﺔ
:ْﻣ َﱰْ ِﺟﻤ

The last example sentence below uses a passive participle. Notice how it
differs from the active participle.
.ﺼﺔ ﻛُﻠّْﻬﺎ ﻟﺤﺎﻟْﻬﺎ
ّ رﻳﻬﺎم ﺗ ْﺮﺟﻤﺖ اﻟ ِﻘ

Reham translated the whole story on her own.
.ﺤﺒﺎﺗ ْﻬﺎ
ْ ﺐ ﺗ ْﱰْ ِﺟﻢ ﻟﺼ
ّ وﻓﺎء ِﺑﺘْ ِﺤ

Wafa'a likes translating for her friends.

.(ﺻﺤﺎﺑﻚ ﺑﻴﱰْ ِﺟﻤﻮش )ﻣﺎ ﺑﻴﱰْ ِﺟﻤﻮا
ْ أﻧﺎ ﺷﺎ ِﻳﻒ إﻧّﻮ
I see that your friends are not translating.

ﺖ ْﻣﱰْ ِﺟﻢ ﻫﺎدي اﻟﻔﻘﺮة؟
َ ْإﻧ

؟eاﻟﻔﻴﻠﻢ ﻫﺎد ْﻣﱰ َﺟﻢ ﻋﺮ

Did you translate this paragraph?

Has this movie been translated
into Arabic?
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perfect
sāwēt

íɧna

sāwēna

ínta

sāwēt

ínti

sāwēti

íntu

sāwētu

imperfect

ﺳﺎوﻳْﺖ
ﺳﺎوﻳْﻨﺎ
ﺳﺎوﻳْﺖ
ﺳﺎوﻳْﺘﻲ
ﺳﺎوﻳْﺘﻮا
ﺳﺎوى
ﺳﺎ َوت
ﺳﺎووا

asāwi
nsāwi

أَﺳﺎوي
ﻧْﺴﺎوي
ﺗ ْﺴﺎوي
ﺗ ْﺴﺎوي
ﺗ ْﺴﺎووا
ﻳْﺴﺎوي
ﺗ ْﺴﺎوي
ﻳْﺴﺎووا

bi-imperfect
basāwi
binsāwi

ﺑَﺴﺎوي
ِﺑ ْﻨﺴﺎوي
ِﺑﺘْﺴﺎوي
ِﺑﺘْﺴﺎوي
ِﺑﺘْﺴﺎووا
ﺑﻴﺴﺎوي
ِﺑﺘْﺴﺎوي
ﺑﻴﺴﺎووا

sam
ple

ána

ﺳﺎوى

to do

defective measure III

húwwa

sāwa

híyya

sāwat

húmma

sāwu

tsāwi
tsāwi

tsāwu
ysāwi
tsāwi

ysāwu

bitsāwi
bitsāwi

bitsāwu
bisāwi

bitsāwi
bisāwu

imperative

ínta

sāwi

ínti

sāwi

íntu

sāwu

⚠

active participle

ﺳﺎوي
ﺳﺎوي
ﺳﺎووا

masculine

msāwi

feminine

msāwya

plural

msāwyīn

ْﻣﺴﺎوي
ْﻣﺴﺎ ْوﻳَﺔ
:ْﻣﺴﺎ ْوﻳ

Some speakers use a measure-II variant of this verb: ﺳ ّﻮى.

أﻳْﺶ ﺳﺎوﻳْﺖ ﻟﻠ َﻮﻟﺪ؟

What did you do to the boy?

.ﺣ ﻴ ﺎﺗﻮ
َ أﺧﻮي ﺑﻴ ِﺤﺒﱢﺶ ﻳْﺴﺎوي أ ّي إﳾ ﰲ

My brother doesn't like doing anything in his life.
.ﺼ ِﺒﺢ
ﺻﺎ ْﺣﺒﻲ ﺑﻴﺴﺎوﻳﺶ )ﻣﺎ ﺑﻴﺴﺎوي( إﳾ اﻟ ﱡ

My friend doesn't do anything in the morning.

ِ ﺳﺎوي إﱄ ﻋﻠﻴْﻚ وﺳﻴﺒﻚ ِﻣﻦ اﻟﻠﱢ
.ﻌﺐ

 ﻟﻠﻜﻠْﺐ؟:ﺷﻮ ﻣﺴﺎوﻳ

Do what you have to do and quit playing.

What have you done to the dog?
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perfect
sakkárit

íɧna

sakkárna

ínta

sakkárit

ínti

sakkárti

íntu

sakkártu

imperfect

َﺳ ﱠﻜ ِﺮت
َﺳ ﱠﻜ ْﺮﻧﺎ
َﺳ ﱠﻜ ِﺮت
Fَﺳ ﱠﻜ ْﺮ
َﺳ ﱠﻜ ْﺮﺗﻮا
َﺳ ﱠﻜﺮ
َﺳ ﱠﻜ َﺮت
َﺳ ﱠﻜﺮوا

asákkir
nsákkir

أَ َﺳ ﱢﻜﺮ
ﻧْ َﺴ ﱢﻜﺮ
ﺗ ْ َﺴ ﱢﻜﺮ
ﺗ ْ َﺴ ّﻜْﺮي
ﺗ ْ َﺴ ّﻜْﺮوا
ﻳْ َﺴ ﱢﻜﺮ
ﺗ ْ َﺴ ﱢﻜﺮ
ﻳْ َﺴ ّﻜْﺮوا

bi-imperfect
basákkir
binsákkir

ﺑَ َﺴ ﱢﻜﺮ
ِﺑ ْﻨ َﺴ ﱢﻜﺮ
ِﺑﺘْ َﺴ ﱢﻜﺮ
ِﺑﺘْ َﺴ ّﻜْﺮي
ِﺑﺘْ َﺴ ّﻜْﺮوا
ﺑﻴ َﺴ ﱢﻜﺮ
ِﺑﺘْ َﺴ ﱢﻜﺮ
ﺑﻴ َﺴ ّﻜْﺮوا
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ána

َﺳ ﱠﻜﺮ

to close

sound measure II

húwwa

sákkar

híyya

sákkarat

húmma

sákkaru

tsákkir
tsákkri

tsákkru
ysákkir
tsákkir

ysákkru

imperative

ínta

sákkir

ínti

sákkri

íntu

sákkru

bitsákkir
bitsákkri

bitsákkru
bisákkir

bitsákkir
bisákkru

active participle

َﺳ ﱢﻜﺮ
َﺳ ّﻜْﺮي
َﺳ ّﻜْﺮوا

masculine

msákkir

feminine

msákkra

plural

msakkrīn

 اﻟﺒﺎب؟Fإﻧْﺘﻲ ﺳ ّﻜ ْﺮ

Did you shut the door?

.ﻜﺮ( اﳌﺤ ّﻞ
ﻗُﻞ ﻟﻌﲇ ﻣﺎ ﻳْﺴ ّﻜْ ِﺮش )ﻣﺎ ﻳْﺴ ﱢ
Tell Ali not to close the shop.

. ﻬﻢ
ُ ْاﻟِ ْﻮﻻد ﻗﺎ ْﻋﺪﻳﻦ ﺑﻴﺴ ّﻜْﺮوا ﰲ ُﺷﻨﻄ
The boys are closing their bags.
.ﺪﻧْﻴﺎ ﺳ ْﻘﻌﺔ
 اﻟ ﱢ،ﺳ ﱢﻜﺮ اﻟ ﱡﺸﺒّﺎك

Close the window; it's cold!

ﺖ ْﻣﺴ ﱢﻜﺮ اﻟﺨﺰاﻧﺔ؟
َ ْإﻧ

Have you closed the closet?
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ْﻣ َﺴ ﱢﻜﺮ
ْﻣ َﺴ ّﻜْ َﺮة
ْﻣ َﺴ ّﻜْﺮﻳﻦ
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perfect
kúnit bíddi

íɧna

kúnna bíddna

ínta

kúnit bíddak

ínti

kúnti bíddik

íntu

kúntu bíddku

ﻛُ ِﻨﺖ ِﺑ ّﺪي
ﻛُ ّﻨﺎ ِﺑ ّْﺪﻧﺎ
ﻛُ ِﻨﺖ ِﺑ ﱠﺪك
ﻛُ ْﻨﺘﻲ ِﺑ ﱢﺪك
ﻛُ ْﻨﺘﻮا ِﺑ ّْﺪﻛﻮ
ﻛﺎن ِﺑ ّﺪو
ﻛﺎﻧَﺖ ِﺑ ّْﺪﻫﺎ
ﻛﺎﻧﻮا ِﺑ ّْﺪ ُﻫﻢ

imperfect
akūn bíddi
nkūn bíddna

أَﻛﻮن ِﺑ ّﺪي
ﻧْﻜﻮن ِﺑ ّْﺪﻧﺎ
ﺗ ْﻜﻮن ِﺑ ﱠﺪك
ﺗ ْﻜﻮ® ِﺑ ﱢﺪك
ﺗ ْﻜﻮﻧﻮا ِﺑ ّْﺪﻛﻮ
ﻳْﻜﻮن ِﺑ ّﺪو
ﺗ ْﻜﻮن ِﺑ ّْﺪﻫﺎ
ﻳْﻜﻮﻧﻮا ِﺑ ّْﺪ ُﻫﻢ

present
bíddi
bíddna

ِﺑ ّﺪي
ِﺑ ّْﺪﻧﺎ
ِﺑ ﱠﺪك
ِﺑ ﱢﺪك
ِﺑ ّْﺪﻛﻮ
ِﺑ ّﺪو
ِﺑ ّْﺪﻫﺎ
ِﺑ ّْﺪ ُﻫﻢ
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ﻛﺎن ِﺑ ﱢﺪو

to want

pseudo-verb

húwwa kān bíddu
híyya

kānat bíddha

húmma kānu bíddhum

⚠

tkūn bíddak
tkūni bíddik

tkūnu bíddku
ykūn bíddu

tkūn bíddha

ykūnu bíddhum

bíddak
bíddik

bíddku
bíddu

bíddha

bíddhum

 The pseudo-verb  ِﺑ ّﺪوbíddu forms a construction using the verb  ﻛﺎنkān, which
most Palestinian conjugate, although some in the West Bank keep  ﻛﺎنkān
invariable, in the third-person singular form.
 The verb  ﻛﺎنkān is unexpressed in the present. Ü T-84B

ﻗﺎل ﻋﲇ ﻛﺎن ِﺑ ّﺪو اﻳّﺎ®؟

ّْ ﺲ إ ْﺣﻨﺎ ﻣﺎ ﻛُ ّﻨﺎش )ﻣﺎ ﻛُ ّﻨﺎ( ِﺑ
.ﺪﻧﺎ اﻳّﺎﻫﺎ ﻫﻴْﻚ
ّ ﺑ

Did Ali really ask for me?

But we didn't want it like this.

ّْ ﺲ ﺗِ ْﻜﱪ ِﺑ
. ﻓ ّﻨﺎﻧﺔuﺪﻫﺎ ﺗ ْﺼ
ّ ﺳ ﻤﺮ ﺑ

Samar wants to become an artist when she grows up.

.ﺪي آﻛُﻞ
ّ أﻧﺎ ِﺑ

.ﻌ ﻨ ﺎ
ْ  ِﺑ ّْﺪ ُﻫ ِﻤﺶ )ﻣﺎ ِﺑ ّْﺪ ُﻫﻢ( ﻳﻴﺠﻮا ﻣeﺻﺤﺎ
ْ

I want to eat.

My friends don't want to come with us.

. u ﺪ و ﻣ ﺼ ﺎ ر ﻳ ﻒ ﻛ ْﺘ
ّ  ِﺑu ﰲ اﻟﺠﺎ ْﻣﻌﺔ َﺣﻴْﺼuﺲ ﻳْﺼ
ّ إﺑْ ِﻨﻚ ﺑ

Your son will require a lot of expenses when he enters university.

.ﻐ ﻞ
ُ  ﰲ ﻫﺎدا اﻟ ﱡﺸuِﺑ ّﺪي َو ِﻗﺖ ﻛْﺘ

َوﻗﺘﻴْﺶ ِﺑ ّْﺪﻫﺎ ﺗ ْﺨﻠﱢﺺ ِﻣﻦ اﻟﺘّ ْﻨﻀﻴﻒ؟

This work takes me a lot of time.

When will she finish up cleaning?
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Personal Pronouns
Independent Pronouns
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Palestinian Colloquial Arabic (PCA) has eight persons, which means there are eight
pronouns and eight conjugations for each tense. The following table shows the
eight independent pronouns, that is, pronouns as independent words, and not
prefixes or suffixes.
PCA

ána

íɧna
ínta
ínti

íntu

húwwa
híyya

húmma

أَﻧﺎ
إِ ْﺣﻨﺎ
ﺖ
َ ْإِﻧ
إِﻧْﺘﻲ
إِﻧْﺘﻮ
ُﻫ ﱠﻮ
ِﻫ ﱠﻲ
ﻢ
ُﻫ ﱠ

English

I

first-person masculine/feminine singular

we

first-person masculine/feminine dual/plural

you

second-person masculine singular

you

second-person feminine singular

you (guys)

second-person masculine/feminine dual/plural

he; it

third-person masculine singular

she; it

third-person feminine singular

they

third-person masculine/feminine dual/plural

⚠ Compared to Modern Standard Arabic,
Palestinian Arabic has four fewer pronouns, as the
dual is absorbed into the plural, which is used for
both genders.

PCA

إِﻧْﺘﻮ
ﻢ
ُﻫ ﱠ

MSA

Ã
 أَﻧْ ُ ﱠ/ ﻢ
ْ ُ أَﻧْﺘ/ ∞ُأَﻧْﺘ
 ُﻫ ﱠﻦ/ ﻢ
ْ  ُﻫ/ ∞ُﻫ

Ü You can hear the pronunciation of the independent pronouns on audio track
84B (T-84B).

Keep in mind that a conjugated verb contains a prefix and/or suffix which
specifies the subject of the verb, so subject pronouns are not usually necessary.
Independent pronouns are only used before conjugated verbs to emphasize the
subject. Compare the following:
baɧíbbak.
ána baɧíbbak.

.ﺑ ِﺤ ّﺒﻚ
ﻚ
. أﻧﺎ ﺑ ِﺤ ّﺒ

I love you.
I love you.
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The Bi-Imperfect Tense
Form
ána

bi-

íɧna

bni-

ِﺑـ
ﺑْ ِﻨـ
ﺑْ ِﺘـ
ﺑْ ِﺘـ ـﻲ
ﺑْ ِﺘـ ـﻮا
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The bi-imperfect is formed by prefixing  بto
conjugations of the imperfect tense. If the
imperfect prefix has a vowel, the bi-imperfect prefix
takes a sukuun (◌ْ no vowel). If the prefix has a
sukuun, the bi-imperfect prefix takes a kasra (◌ِ i).
When the imperfect conjugations that begin with ﻳـ
y- (the third-person masculine singular and the
plural) take ﺑـ, the result is pronounced bi- (and less
commonly byi- by some speakers).
 ْﺑ ِﺘ ْﻜ ِﺘﺐß ِﺗ ْﻜ ِﺘﺐ
 ِﺑ ْﺘﺴ ﱢﻜﺮß ﺗْﺴ ﱢﻜﺮ
 ﺑﻴ ْﻜ ِﺘﺐß ِﻳ ْﻜ ِﺘﺐ
 ﺑﻴﺴ ﱢﻜﺮß ْﻳﺴ ﱢﻜﺮ

tíktib à btíktib
tsákkir à bitsákkir
yíktib à bíktib
ysákkir à bisákkir

ínta

bti-

ínti

bti- -i

íntu

bti- -u

húwwa

bi-

híyya

bti-

húmma

bi- -u

ﺑﻴـ
ﺑْ ِﺘـ
ﺑﻴـ ـﻮا

Use

 The bi-imperfect tense most often corresponds to the present simple or
present continuous tenses of English, referring to general truths and habits and
present actions.
bi-l3āda báʂɧa mitʔáxxar.
btíɧki 3árabi?
btígli liʂɧūn.

.ﺼﺤﻰ ِﻣ ْﺘﺄ ّﺧﺮ
ْ  ِﺑﺎﻟﻌﺎدة ﺑI usually get up late.
؟ô ﻋﺮó ْﺑ ِﺘ ْﺤDo you speak Arabic?
.ﺼﺤﻮن
ْ  ْﺑ ِﺘﺠﲇ ا ِﻟShe is doing the dishes.

 It is used in announcements: I promise…, I congratulate…, I swear…
báw3idak mā ʔansāk.

. َﺑ ْﻮ ِﻋﺪك ﻣﺎ أ ْﻧﺴﺎكI promise not to forget you.

 The bi-imperfect can also refer to future, especially to convey intentions.
bass áwʂal battíʂil 3alēk.

.ﺲ َأ ْوﺻﻞ ﺑ ﱢﺘ ِﺼﻞ ﻋﻠ ْﻴﻚ
ّ  ﺑWhen I arrive, I’ll call you.

Negative

The negative of both the bare imperfect and the bi-imperfect is formed by adding
the suffix  ِـﺶ-(i)š to the verb, or adding the particle  ﻣﺎma/mā before it. In the
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Indexes
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750 verbs are listed in the indexes, by pattern, alphabetically in Arabic, and by
English translation. The pattern for each verb is designated by an alphanumeric
indicator (1s1, 8d, etc.) Verbs which have their own tables are shown in bold and
their table numbers are preceded by T-.

Index by Table Pattern

The tables in this book show the conjugations for dozens of the most commonly
used verbs in Palestinian Arabic, but, at the same time, the patterns in these
tables can be applied to other verbs with identical or nearly identical patterns,
allowing you to conjugate nearly any verb in the language. This index arranges
verbs into groups with common conjugation patterns.

1s1

 ﺷﺤﺪbeg (for money)

sound measure I 

 ﺑﻌﺖsend; mail

 ﴍحexplain

 ﺑﻠﻊswallow

 ﺷﻠﺢundress, take off
(clothes), remove
(clothes)
 ﺻﻨﻊmanufacture

 ﺟﺮحwound, injure, hurt

 ﺟﻤﻊadd, add up; harvest
 ﺧﺪعdeceive

 ﺿﻐﻂclick (on )ﻋﲆ

 ﺧﺸﻊbe submissive (in
prayer)

 ﻃﺒﻊprint

 ﻃﺤﻦgrind

 ﺧﻠﻊsnatch

 ﻃﺮحsubtract

 دﻋﺲstep, tread (on )ﻋﲆ

T-45

 دﻓﻊpay

 ﻏﺮقsink

T-75

 دﻫﻦpaint

 ﻓﺤﺺexamine

 رﻓﻊraise

 زﺣﻒcrawl

 زرعplant (a seed), grow
(a plant)

T-52

 ﻓﺘﺢopen

 ﺳﺄلask

 ﻓﻠﺢplow (field); work
hard
 ﻗﻄﻊcross, pass

 ﻟﺤﺲlick

 ﻣﺪحpraise (someone)

 ﺳﺒﺢswim

 ﻣﺰحjoke; kid

 ﺳﺤﺐwithdraw

 ﻣﺴﺢwipe, mop

 ﺳﻤﺢallow, permit

 ﻣﻨﻊforbid
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Arabic – English Index
 اِﺗْﺴ ّﻜﺮclose (intr.) 5s
 اِﺗْﺴ ّﲆhave fun, enjoy oneself 5d
 اِﺗْﺴ ّﻤﻰbe named, be called 5d
 اِﺗْﺸﺎءمbe pessimistic 6s
ﴩدق
ْ ْ اِﺗchoke (on ) ِﺑـ, swallow the wrong
way 12s
ﴫف
ّ ْ اِﺗbehave 5s
 اِﺗّﺼﻞcontact  ِﺑـ/ ;ﻣﻊconnect  ِﺑـ/ ﻣﻊ8s
 اِﺗْﺼ ّﻮرhave one's picture taken, be
photographed; imagine 5s
ّ اِﺗْﻄﻠﻊlook at  ِﺑـ/ ﰲ5s
 اِﺗْﻄﻠّﻖget divorced 5s
 اِﺗْﻄ ّﻮرdevelop (intr.) 5s
 اِﺗْﻈﺎﻫﺮdemonstrate, protest 6s
 اِﺗْﻌﺎﻣﻞtreat 6s T-9
 اِﺗْﻌ ّﺮفmeet, be acquainted with 5s
ﴙ
ّ  اِﺗْﻌhave dinner 5d
 اِﺗْﻌ ّﻠﻢlearn 5s T-10
 اِﺗْﻌ ّﻮدget used to, become accustomed
to 5s
 اِﺗْﻐ ّﺪىhave lunch 5d T-11
 اِﺗْﻐ ّﺮزget stitches 5s
Xّ  اِﺗْﻐchange (intr.) 5s
 اِﺗْﻔﺎءلbe optimistic 6s
 اِﺗْﻔﺎﺟﺊbe surprised 6s
 اِﺗْﻔﺎدىavoid 6d T-12
 اِﺗْﻔﺎﻫﻢunderstand each other 6s
 اِﺗْﻔ ّﺮجwatch  ﻋﲆ5s
 اِﺗْﻔ ْﺮﻛﺶtrip (intr.) 12s
 اِﺗّﻔﻖagree (with  ;)ﻣﻊget along (with )ﻣﻊ
8s
 اِﺗْﻘﺎﺗﻞargue, fight, quarrel (intr.) 6s
 اِﺗْﻘﺎﻋﺪretire 6s
 اِﺗْﻜ ّﻮنbe composed of 5s
 اِﺗْﻠ ْﺨﺒﻂerr 12s T-13
 اِ ْ¡ ّﺮنpractice (a sport); exercise, work
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 اِﺑْﺘﺴﻢsmile 8s
ﺾ
ّ  اِﺑْ َﻴbecome white, become pale 9s
 اِﺗْﺄ ّﺟﻞbe delayed 5s
 اِﺗْﺄ ّﺧﺮbe late 5s
 اِﺗْﺄ ّدبbehave 5s
 اِﺗْﺄ ّﺳﻒbe sorry, regret 5s
 اِﺗّﺎ َوبyawn 6s
 اِﺗْﺒﺎدلexchange 6s
 اِﺗْﺒ ّﻨﻰadopt 5d
ﱰﺟﻢ
ْ ْ اِﺗbe translated 12s
 اِﺗْﺠﺎ َوزpass, overtake 6s
 اِﺗْﺠ ّﻤﺪfreeze (intr.) 5s
 اِﺗْﺠ ّﻨﺐavoid 5s
 اِﺗْﺠ ّﻮزget married (to) 5s
 اِﺗْﺤ ّﺠﺐwear a hijab 5s
 اِﺗْﺤ ّﺪىchallenge 5s
 اِﺗْﺤ ّﺮكmove (intr.) 5s
 اِﺗْﺤ ّﺴﻦimprove, get better (intr.) 5s
 اِﺗْﺤ ّﻤﻞbear, endure, tolerate 5s
 اِﺗْﺤ ّﻤﻢtake a bath 5s
 اِﺗْﺤ ّﻮلchange, turn into 5s
 اِﺗْﺨ ّﺮجgraduate (from  ) ِﻣﻦ5s
ﺼﺺ
ّ  اِﺗْﺨmajor (in ) ِﺑـ, specialize (in  ) ِﺑـ5s
 اِﺗْﺨﻄّﻰspeed, go over the speed limit 5d
 اِﺗْﺨﻠّﺺget rid of  ِﻣﻦ5s
 اِﺗْﺨ ّﻴﻞimagine 5s
 اِﺗْﺪاﻳَﻦborrow (money) 6s
 اِﺗْﺪ ّربpractice  ﻋﲆ5s
 اِﺗْﺬ ّﻛﺮremember 5s
 اِﺗْﺮ ّﺟﻰbeg, plead 5d
 اِﺗْﺮ ّددhesitate 5s
 اِﺗْﺮﻗّﻰget promoted (at work) 5d
 اِﺗْﺰ ْﺣﻠﻖslip 12s
 اِﺗْﺰﻟّﺞski 5s
 اِﺗْﺴﺎوىbe done; equal 6d
 اِﺗْﺴ ّﺠﻞenroll 5s
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English – Arabic Index
applaud  زﻗّﻒ2s
apply (to  ﻗ ّﺪم )ﻋﲆ2s
appoint zّ  ﻋ2s
appreciate  ﻗ ّﺪر2s
approve of  واﻓﻖ3s
are: see be
argue  اِﺗْﻘﺎﺗﻞ6s; ~ (about  ﺟﺎدل )ﻋﲆ3s
arrange  رﺗّﺐ2s
arrest  اِ ْﻋﺘﻘﻞ8s
arrested: get ~  اِﻧْﻘﺒﺾ7s
arrive  ِو ِﺻﻞ1s7 T-98
ascend  ِﻃ ِﻠﻊ1s4 T-68
ask  ﺳﺄل1s1 T-52
assault  اِ ْﻋﺘﺪى8d
assume  ﻓﺮض1s2
assure  أ ّﻛﺪ2s
attack  ﻫﺠﻢ1s2; ~  ﻋﲆ اِ ْﻋﺘﺪى8d
attract  ﺟﺬب1s2;  ﺷ ّﺪ1g1
avoid  اِﺗْﺠ ّﻨﺐ5s;  اِﺗْﻔﺎدى6d T-12
awake: be ~  ﻓﺎق1h2
away: get ~  ﻓﻠﺖ1s2
bake  ﺧﺒﺰ1s2, 1s3
baptize  ﻋ ّﻤﺪ2s
bargain  ﺳﺎوم3s
bath: take a ~  اِﺗْﺤ ّﻤﻢ5s
be  ﻛﺎن1h2 T-84
bear  ﻃﺎق1h2;  اِﺗْﺤ ّﻤﻞ5s
beat  ﻏﻠﺐ1s2;  د ّق1g2;  ﴐب1s3
become  ﺻﺎر1h1 T-62
beg  اِﺗْﺮ ّﺟﻰ5d; ~ (for money)  ﺷﺤﺪ1s1
begin  ﺑﺪا1d2 T-33
behave  اِﺗْﺄ ّدب5s; ﴫف
ّ ْ اِﺗ5s
believe  ﺻ ّﺪق2s; ~ (in  آﻣﻦ ) ِﺑـ3s
belong ﺺ
ّ  ﺧ1g2
benefit from  اِ ْﺳﺘﻔﺎد10h T-20
bet  راﻫﻦ3s
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abandon  ﻫﺠﺮ1s3
abduct  ﺧﻄﻒ1s3
able: be ~ to  ِﻗ ِﺪر1s4 T-81
accept  ِﻗ ِﺒﻞ1s4
accompany  راﻓﻖ3s
accomplish  ﺧﻠّﺺ2s T-43
accuse  اِﺗّﻬﻢ8s
accustomed: become ~ to  اِﺗْﻌ ّﻮد5s
achieve  ﺣ ّﻘﻖ2s
acquainted: be ~ with  اِﺗْﻌ ّﺮف5s
acquire  ِﻛ ِﺴﺐ1s4
act  ﻣﺜّﻞ2s; ~ foolishly  اِﺗْﻬﺎﺑﻞ6s
add  ﺟﻤﻊ1s1;  ﺿﺎف1h1;  زاد1h1
adjust  زﺑّﻂ2s
admit (to)  ﻓ ّﻮت2s;  اِ ْﻋﱰف8s
adopt  اِﺗْﺒ ّﻨﻰ5d
advantage: take ~ of  اِ ْﺳﺘﻐ ّﻞ10g
advise  ﻧﺼﺢ1s1
affect  أﺛ ّﺮ2s
afflict  ﺻﺎب1h1
afraid: be ~ of  ﺧﺎف1h3
age Xَ ْ ﺧﺘ11s;  ﻋ ّﺠﺰ2s
agree  ِﻗ ِﺒﻞ1s4; ~ (with  اِﺗّﻔﻖ )ﻣﻊ8s
allow  ﺳﻤﺢ1s1
along: get ~ (with  اِﺗّﻔﻖ )ﻣﻊ8s
am: see be
anger  ز ّﻋﻞ2s
angry: become ~ ﺼﺐ
ّ  ﻋ2s;  ِز ِﻋﻞ1s4
announce  أ ْﻋﻠﻦ4s T-4
annoy  ﺿﺎﻳَﻖ3s
annoyed: get ~  ﻧ ْﺮﻓﺰ11s
answer  ﺟﺎ َوب3s; ~  ﻋﲆ ر ّد1g2
anxious: be ~  ِﻗ ِﻠﻖ1s4
apologize (to  ﻟـ/ for اِ ْﻋﺘﺬر )ﻋﲆ8s
appeal to  ﻋﺠﺐ1s2
appear zّ  ﺑ2s
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